
   

   

Intrinsyc Announces Membership in the Symbian Platinum 
Program 

Intrinsyc to provide specialized services and solutions to manufacturers of 
smartphones based on Symbian OS 

Vancouver, BC, October 14, 2003, Intrinsyc Software International, Inc. (TSX:ICS), a 
global leader in creating, networking and managing specialized, intelligent devices, today 
announced that it has joined the Symbian Platinum Program. Intrinsyc will be providing 
embedded software development solutions and engineering services and expertise to 
licensees of Symbian OS. Symbian OS is the global industry standard operating system for 
smartphones and is licensed by the world's leading handset manufacturers.  

"Intrinsyc has been developing considerable knowledge and expertise of Symbian OS and 
offers compelling services and solutions to our licensees that help them get their smartphones 
to market much faster" said Martin Coul, Technology Partner Program Director, Symbian.  

"Intrinsyc is pleased to be joining the Symbian Platinum Program and providing Symbian OS 
licensees with embedded software expertise, said Derek Spratt, Intrinsyc's President and 
Chief Executive Officer. "The combination of our OS expertise, strong relationships with 
semiconductor vendors and real world experience in bringing smartphone technology to 
market gives Intrinsyc a unique, competitive advantage in helping companies create new, 
advanced mobile phones. Extending these skillsets and expertise to Symbian OS allows us to 
build on this competitive advantage."  

About Intrinsyc 
Intrinsyc provides unique software and hardware solutions that enable companies to cost-
effectively create, network and manage a wide range of consumer and industrial specialized, 
intelligent devices. By leveraging Intrinsyc's products, engineering design services and 
systems integration expertise, customers make better decisions, improve productivity, and 
reduce time-to-market. Intrinsyc is a rapidly expanding, public company with global 
customers such as Microsoft, Intel, Philips, Siemens, IBM General Electric, Ford, and BEA 
Systems. To find out more about Intrinsyc, visit www.intrinsyc.com.  

About the Symbian Platinum Program 
The Symbian Platinum Program includes companies that have a technology or strategic 
position that is key to the success of mobile computing technology surrounding Symbian OS. 
As part of the program, Platinum Partners benefit from a range of commercial services, 
including technical support and joint marketing opportunities as well as privileged access to 
Symbian OS source code and a dedicated Partner Support team. For more information please 
see: www.symbian.com/partners/platinum.html  
 
 



   

   

 
 
Forward Looking Statements 
This press release may contain forward-looking statements that involve risks and 
uncertainties. These forward-looking statements relate to, among other things, plans and 
timing for the introduction or enhancement of our services and products, statements about 
future market conditions, supply and demand conditions, and other expectations, intentions 
and plans contained in this press release that are not historical fact. Our expectations 
regarding future revenues depend upon our ability to develop and supply products, which we 
do not produce today and that meet defined specifications. When used in this press release, 
the words "plan," "expect," "believe," and similar expressions generally identify forward-
looking statements. These statements reflect our current expectations. They are subject to a 
number of risks and uncertainties, including, but not limited to, changes in technology and 
changes in the pervasive computing market. In light of the many risks and uncertainties 
surrounding the pervasive computing market, you should understand that we couldn't assure 
you that the forward-looking statements contained in this press release will be realized. The 
Company disclaims any intent or obligation to update or revise publicly any forward-looking 
statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or results or otherwise. 

Intrinsyc is a registered trademark of Intrinsyc Software International, Inc. All other 
trademarks are registered trademarks of the respective owners, and are hereby acknowledged. 
 
 


